Delivering Engaging Lessons
Having been trained in the critical components of lesson design through Designing Engaging Lessons, teachers will
now learn the essential elements for effectively delivering quality lessons. Through this training, components of
lesson design are now developed in the preparation of lesson delivery. Teachers learn how to take the quality lesson
they have prepared through the Design Framework and use the Delivery tool to plan how to effectively deliver/teach
the lesson in a way that maximizes students’ understanding and long term retention of learning. Teachers will learn
the high yield strategies that will maximize student achievement.
Prerequisite: Designing Engaging Lessons is the prerequisite for this training.
Delivering Engaging Lessons – ½ day
Outcomes: Participants will:
 Use the Lesson Delivery Tool based on the Lesson Design Framework to determine how to deliver lessons
that promote student learning.
 Identify and apply research-based instructional strategies that guide classroom practice and maximize student
achievement.
Who:
 Delivering Engaging Lessons is meant for teachers and instructional leaders are encouraged to attend.
 Client booked trainings are full at 40.
When:
• This training can be delivered in its entirety in ½ day session.
Where:
 District-sponsored trainings will take place at the district or campus sites.
 A room with enough wall space to post 10 flip charts.
Must Haves for all trainings:
 Audio/Visual: Post-It style flipchart pads with easel, selection of colored markers, projector system with large
screen and speaker system.
 One set of state standards for math and English Language Arts will be needed or the district curriculum
documents.
 40’ x 70’ room dimensions. (Training cannot be in a long/narrow room.)
 Room set-up should be in “Modified Chevron” shape with no participant’s back positioned toward the
presenter. No student desks.
 Each meeting room should have comfortable chairs, good acoustics and lighting.
 Refreshments should be available to participants throughout the day. Meals may be coordinated or left up to
participants individually – this is the client’s choice.
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